Verti Copenhagen’s
purpose is to offer aesthetics
and functionality in vertical
solutions for a sustainable
way of life ...
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OUR STORY

The couple behind ...
... Verti Copenhagen Rikke & Jens Raecke are a highly unusual couple in interior design.
In fact, they both holding a master’s degree in economics in National Economics and Finance, respectively.
But in 2012, the couple wanted a green vertical plant wall at home in the living room, just as they have seen some smart hotels had begun to
have in their foyer. The problem was that they could not find a solution that combined that practicality with a contemporary design.
Therefore, they designed VertiPlants in 2012 and at the end of 2014 it was in the stores for the first time. It became an instant success.
In the following years, VertiPlants was launched in several colors. In 2018, the modular system was born when new building blocks
was added to the system. In the wake of the product launches, the name changes from VertiPlants to Verti Copenhagen.
In 2018 the environmental focus was increased, and in 2021 Verti Copenhagen converted to use only plant-based material
and environmentally friendly production in Denmark where renewable energy is primarily used.
Today Verti Copenhagen continues to design new innovative products to fulfill the demand for functional and sustainable design.
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Why
Verti Copenhagen’s purpose is to offer aesthetics and functionality
in vertical solutions for a sustainable way of life.

How
Verti Copenhagen offers sustainable design that gives you the freedom to create personal,
vertical solutions in a practical and beautiful way. Verti Copenhagen’s modules can be combined
in countless ways allowing you to create exactly the combination and function
you want or can hang individually on your wall for a beautiful and simple look.

What
Verti Copenhagen design and produce wall modules in Denmark in an innovative plant-based material.
In the design our aim is to fulfill Dieter Rams ten principles of good design.
Our innovative and aesthetic products give you the possibility to create a unique interior design.
Our module solutions can be used in a large range of ways.
From green plant walls, storage in the office or as Illuminated entrance furniture.
Verti Copenhagen gives you the opportunity to play with the interior design of your home in a unique,
practical and beautiful way whilst considering the environment.
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DIETER RAMS

1. Good design is innovative
2. Good design makes a product useful
3. Good design is aesthetic
4. Good design makes a product understandable
5. Good design is unobtrusive
6. Good design is honest
7. Good design is long-lasting
8. Good design is thorough down to the last detail
9. Good design is environmentally-friendly
10. Good design is as little design as possible
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SUSTAINABILITY

Plants instead of plastic
Verti Copenhagen’s products are made from potato peels and other plant residues.
No use of plastic, only an innovative plant-based material.
The material consists of 94% plants which means we only emit 6% CO2.
The products are produced in Denmark at a factory that primarily uses renewable energy,
such as wind energy and solar power. Verti Copenhagen has a sustainable agenda and together we can do better.
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OUR USP

1. Individual interior design solutions
2. Danish design and danish production
3. Produced in pioneering plant-based sustainable material
4. Storage solution for small homes
5. Bring nature inside with VertiPlants
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OUR COLLECTION

Verti Copenhagen offers sustainable
design that gives you the freedom
to create personal, vertical solutions
in a practical and beautiful way
Verti Copenhagen’s modules can be combined in countless ways allowing you to create exactly
the combination and function you want. This is our collection of modules:

VertiPlants

VertiLight

VertiMirror

VertiJewelry
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VertiHooks

Lid VertiPlants

OUR DESIGN

Play with Verti Copenhagen
Verti Copenhagen gives you plenty of options to create exactly the combination and function you want.
These are some of our costumers favorite combinations ...
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OUR TARGET GROUPS

The interior interested woman, aged 25+
The plant interested woman, aged 25+
Architects who want to bring nature inside
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MARKETING

Strong brand
In marketing, we primarily seek exposure through trade fairs and in collaboration with Social Media influencers.
We have a well-developed collaboration with interior influencers in Europe. We want to expand knowledge
of Verti Copenhagen and increase sales through advertising on the social media in Europe.
To create brand recognition we work with two catchy slogans:
’Bring Nature Inside’
and
’Play with Verti Copenhagen’
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SALES CHANNELS

1. Design Stores
2. Web Design Stores
3. Project Sales
4. verticopenhagen.com
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HOW TO START

Play with us
We will love to play with you. Please tell us
how you want to play with Verti Copenhagen
in your store.
In addition to optional products for display,
we supply you with marketing material such as
flyers, logo sign, Image material via dropbox, etc.
You’ll be mentioned on the country specific list
of retailers on our website.
Conditions for shops
Min. order:
3.000 DKK // 400 EUR (colli on 4 pcs.)
Payment terms:
14 days net // prepayment as a first-time customer
The order via retailer login at
www.verticopenhagen.com
or by mail info@verticopenhagen.dk
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PROJECTS

Do you want to make a project?
Verti Copenhagen’s personalized modular system is the solution for you. Some of the companies we work with:
Exclusive-coffee Café, Berlin, Germany // Dental clinic, Paris, France // HYMER GmbH & Co. KG, Bad Waldsee, Germany // Illums Bolighus, Oslo, Norway
Scandic Hotels, Norway and Denmark // Green Tech Center, Vejle, Denmark // Resilience House, Vejle, Denmark // Paustian, Aarhus, Denmark
We can advise and guide you through the whole process from design and idea to installation,
in every size and range desired. We also offer special colors to suit your unique needs.
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OUR GUIDELINES

Verti Copenhagen’s visual identity
LOGO

COLOURS

ELEMENTS

CMYK
30/11/21/0

CMYK
9/6/7/0

CMYK
23/36/56/11

CMYK
100/100/100/100

CMYK
43/28/53/10

CMYK
87755765773

FONT
Overpass Light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Overpass Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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CONTACT US

Get in touch
Thank you for your interest in our products.
Don’t hesitate to get in touch.
If you have any questions or would you like
to play with us please contact us ...
Jens Raecke
+45 20 12 36 47
info@verticopenhagen.dk
www.verticopenhagen.com

